Abstract. Ontology matching is an essential operation in many application domains, such as the Semantic Web, ontology merging or integration. So far, quite a few ontology matching approaches or matchers have been proposed. It has been observed that combining the results of multiple matchers is a promising technique to get better results than just using one matcher at a time. Many aggregation operators, such as Max, Min, Average and Weighted, have been developed. The limitations of these operators are studied. To overcome the limitations and provide a semantic interpretation for each aggregation operator, in this paper, we propose a linguistic combination system (LCS), where a linguistic aggregation operator (LAO), based on the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator, is used for the aggregation. A weight here is not associated with a specific matcher but a particular ordered position. A large number of LAOs can be developed for different uses, and the existing aggregation operators Max, Min and Average are the special cases in LAOs. For each LAO, there is a corresponding semantic interpretation. The experiments show the strength of our system.
Introduction
The Semantic Web [1] has gained a lot progress in recent years. In this field, ontology is a key technique for the interoperability of heterogeneous systems. Currently, a large amount of ontologies have been developed in various research domains or even in the same domain. But for different ontologies, the same entity may be named differently, or defined in different ways. Even the same name may represent different entities. Ontology matching, which takes two different ontologies as input and outputs the correspondences between semantically equivalent entities (e.g., classes, properties, instances), becomes a critical solution to deal with these problems. It has been applied in many application domains, such as the Semantic Web, ontology merging or integration. Now, quite a few ontology matching approaches or matchers [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have been proposed. Good surveys of the matchers are provided in [8, 9] . These matchers exploit various kinds of information in ontologies, such as entity names, entity descriptions, name paths, taxonomic structures. It has been accepted that combining the results of multiple matchers is a promising technique to get better results than just using one matcher at a time [2] [3] [4] 10] .
Some matcher combination systems, such as LSD [3] , COMA [2] , CMC [10] have been developed. In general, the combination methods or aggregation operators in these systems include Max, Min, Average and Weighted (such as Weighted Average). It is clear that Max and Min [2] are too extreme to perform well. While Average [2] is inefficient to cope with the ontologies with very different structures. A Weighted based method [3, 2, 10] needs to compute the weights of different matchers. One way to get the weights is to assign them manually, and the other is by machine learning technique. Obviously, it is difficult for a person to estimate the weights by experience and rich data sets are needed to train the algorithm to obtain reliable weights for machine learning methods.
To overcome these limitations, in this paper, we propose a linguistic combination system (LCS), which combines the results of multiple matchers based on the ordered weighted average (OWA) operator and linguistic quantifiers [11] . The OWA operator generally includes three steps [12] :
-Reorder the input arguments in descending order.
-Determine the weights associated with the OWA operator.
-Utilize the OWA weights to aggregate these reordered arguments.
A weight here is associated with a particular ordered position not a specific matcher. In the OWA operator, determining weights is a key step. We adopt the way to obtain weights by a linguistic quantifier [11, 13] . So we call our system the linguistic combination system (LCS). A linguistic aggregation operator (LAO) will be used for the aggregation in LCS. LAO is an OWA operator where the associated weights are obtained by the linguistic quantifiers [11] . Specifically, it is composed of the following four steps:
-Reorder the similarity values to be combined in descending order. These values are obtained by the base matchers on the current task. -Choose or define a linguistic quantifier.
-Obtain the OWA weights by the linguistic quantifier.
-Apply the OWA weights to aggregate these similarity values.
It is interesting that existing aggregation operators like Max, Min and Average are special cases of LAOs. Besides, there is a semantic interpretation for each LAO to facilitate users to choose an appropriate LAO. So LAO provides a good way to supply a gap for existing aggregation operators without considering the weights to matchers. This paper is organized as follows. Some related work is introduced in the next section. In Section 3, we give more details on the background knowledge on ontology matching and the OWA operator. The linguistic aggregation operators (LAOs) are described in Section 4. Section 5 defines the matching process which uses LAO to aggregate the results of multiple matchers. Experiment results are analyzed in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper and give some future work in Section 7.
Related Work
Ontology matchers have been developed by many researchers for all kinds of information provided in ontologies. Due to the space limitation for the paper, we only introduce some of them here. NOM [4] proposed seventeen rules by experts, which can be seen as seventeen matchers. These rules contain different aspects of an ontology, such as super concepts, sub concepts, super properties and sub properties. Cupid [5] integrates linguistic and structural matching. Importantly, it makes use of a wide range of techniques to discover mappings between schema elements. The techniques based on element names, data types, constraints and schema structures are included. In Lite [7] , a universal measure for ontology matching is proposed. It separates the entities in an ontology into eight categories like classes, objects, datatypes. For an entity in a category, all the features about its definition are involved. In these papers, most of the matchers can be selected as base matchers to be combined in a combination system [10] .
In existing matcher combination systems, some typical systems are mentioned as follows. LSD [3] is a data-integration system which semi-automatically finds semantic mappings by employing and extending machine-learning techniques. It aggregates multiple similarities obtained by the individual matchers by means of weighted average, where the similarities and weights are acquired by machine learning. COMA [2] exploits Max, Min, Average and Weighted strategies for combination. The Weighted strategy needs a relative weight for each matcher to show its relative importance. For each category in Lite [7] , a set of all relationships in which the category participates is defined. And the relative weights are assigned to each relationship. Only the entities in the same category can be matched. CMC [10] combines multiple schema-matching strategies based on credibility prediction. It needs to predict the accuracy of each matcher on the current matching task first by a manual rule or a machine learning method. Accordingly, different credit for the pair is assigned. Therefore from each base matcher, two matrices including the similarity matrix and the credibility matrix are provided. It aggregates all the similarity matrices into a single one by weighted average, where the weights are determined by the credibility matrices. In NOM [4] , it is mentioned that not all matchers have to be used for each aggregation, especially as some matchers have a high correlation. Both manual and automatic approaches to learn how to combine the methods are provided. The weights they use are determined manually or by a machine learning method.
To sum up, when it is not necessary or difficult to get weights for matchers, the aggregation operator which we can choose for aggregation includes Max, Min and Average. However, since each base matcher performs differently in different conditions, these operators may be not enough to show the various performance for complex situations [14] .
In this paper, we propose a linguistic combination system (LCS), which includes rich linguistic aggregation operators (LAOs). And according to the semantic interpretation of LAOs we provide, it is much more convenient for users to choose an appropriate LAO.
Background

Ontology matching
Typically, an ontology is to define a vocabulary in a domain of interest, and a specification of the meaning of entities used in the vocabulary. In this paper, the entities in an ontology are separated into three categories: classes, properties and instances. We only match the entities in the same category and represent ontologies in OWL 1 or RDF(S) 2 . The similarity for ontologies is defined as a similarity function: sim(e 1i , e 2j ) ∈ [0, 1], where e 1i , e 2j are two entities in the same category from a source ontology onto1 and a target ontology onto2 separately. Especially, sim(e 1i , e 2j ) = 0 indicates e 1i and e 2j are different, and sim(e 1i , e 2j ) = 1 shows they are the same. If the similarity sim(e 1i , e 2j ) exceeds a threshold th f inal ∈ [0, 1], we call e 2j the matching candidate of e 1i . Furthermore, if there is more than one matching candidate in onto2 for e 1i , the one with the highest similarity is selected as its matched entity.
The ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator
The ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator is introduced by [11] to aggregate information. It has been used in a wide range of application areas, such as neural networks, fuzzy logic controllers, vision systems, expert systems and multi-criteria decision aids [15] .
Given a set of arguments
reorder the elements of the set in descending order and mark the ordered set as
Note that the weight w i is not associated with a particular argument a i , but with a particular ordered position i of the arguments. That is w i is the weight associated with the ith largest argument whichever component it is [11] .
The linguistic aggregation operator (LAO)
From the previous section, it is obvious that a critical technique in the OWA operator is to determine the OWA weights w i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. So far, quite a few approaches have been proposed, for example, O'Hagan [16] introduced a procedure to generate the OWA weights by a predefined degree of orness and maximizing the entropy of the OWA weights. An interesting way to obtain the weights is developed by Yager using linguistic quantifiers [11, 13] .
We adopt the linguistic quantifiers to determine the OWA weights. We use such kind of OWA operators as linguistic aggregation operators (LAOs). The following gives more details on how to aggregate the results of multiple matchers for an entity pair to be compared by LAO.
Assume there is n matchers of concern, {m 1 , m 2 , ..., m n }, in an ontology matching problem. Let (x, y) be an entity pair, where x is an entity from a source ontology onto1, y from a target ontology onto2. For each matcher m i , m i (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] indicates the similarity of x and y, i.e., the degree to which this matcher is satisfied by (x, y). The final similarity between x and y, sim(x, y), can be computed by the results of the n matchers. That is,
where F is the same function as that in the previous section, b i is the ith largest value in {m 1 (x, y), m 2 (x, y), ..., m n (x, y)}. According to the linguistic approach [11, 13] , the weight w i is defined by
where Q is a nondecreasing proportional fuzzy linguistic quantifier and is defined as the following:
where a and b are the predefined thresholds to determine a proportional or relative quantifier. Q(r) indicates the degree to which r portion of objects satisfies the concept denoted by Q [17] . There are many proportional fuzzy quantifiers, such as For all, There exists, Identity, Most, At least half (Alh), As many as possible(Amap). Table 1 gives more details on some examples of LAOs. Example: Assume the similarity values to be combined are V 1 = (0.6, 1, 0.3, 0.5), where each value is obtained by a base matcher on the current matching task. After re-ordering V 1 in descending order, we get V 2 = (1,0.6,0.5,0.3) . a) For Most, if we let a be 0.3 and b be 0.8 (see Table 1 ) for Equation (2), we obtain Q(r) (1): 
An Overview of LCS
In this section, we first give an overview of ontology matching process in LCS. We then give more details on the matchers we will use for our evaluation and the semantic interpretation for LAOs.
Ontology matching process
Based on COMA [2] , the matching process in LCS is illustrated in Figure 1 , where LAO is used for the aggregation. According to COMA [2] and the survey of approaches to automatic schema matching [8] , matchers can be divided into three categories: individual matchers, hybrid matchers and composite matchers. We assume in this paper that individual matchers do not rely on any initial similarity matrix provided by other matchers. In contrast, a hybrid matcher needs such a matrix and directly combines several matchers, which can be executed simultaneously or in a fixed order. A composite matcher combines its independently executed constituent matchers, including individual matchers and hybrid matchers.
A main step of LCS is to combine the results of multiple base matchers. A base matcher is the matcher to be combined, which can be individual matcher, hybrid matcher or composite matcher. After executing each matcher, a similarity matrix is obtained. Multiple similarity matrixes form a similarity cube, which can be combined by an aggregation operator to obtain a final similarity matrix. We use LAO to combine the results of multiple base matchers. Some linguistic quantifiers for LAOs have been described in Table 1 , such as At least half, Most. Others can be defined by users by adjusting the two parameters in Equation (2) .
The final step of matching process is to select match candidates from the final similarity matrix. We only focus on finding the best matching candidate or matched entity from the target ontology onto2 for each entity in the source ontology onto1 if possible, which is the task of mapping discovery.
Ontology matchers
In LCS, we choose some existing ontology matchers to evaluate our system. The details of these matchers are described as followings.
-Name: When comparing entity names, some preparation skills are adopted.
For example, separate the name string into some tokens by the capital letters and some symbols such as '#', ' ', '.'. Then delete some words like "the", "has", "an" from the token sets. -Name Path: It considers the names of the path from the root to the elements being matched in the hierarchical graphs, which regards the classes or instances as nodes and relations as edges. Among these matchers, Name is an individual matcher to provide the initial similarity matrix for other matchers. A good example for the composite matcher is Taxonomy. For Name Path, Sup, Sub, etc., they are hybrid matchers which rely on the initial matrix obtained by Name.
The semantic interpretation of LAOs
In Section 4, the definitions of some LAOs were given. We now give the semantic interpretation for them according to Yager's interpretation of the linguistic quantifiers [11, 13] . The interpretation makes it convenient for users to choose an appropriate LAO for the aggregation.
Based on the definition of LAO, the explanation for some LAOs is given as followings. For an entity pair (x, y), 
Experiments
The base matchers we will use in LCS for experiments include Name(N for short), Taxonomy(T for short), Name Path(P for short), Domain and Range(D for short), Mother concept(M for short). Moreover, for two entities from two different ontologies, if they are in the classes category, N, T and P are used to compare the two entities. If they are in the properties category, N, T and D are used. If they are in the same instances category, we use N, P and M. The experiments are made on some ontologies provided in the context of the I 3 CON conference 3 . We give more details on these ontology pairs as followings. The labels with bold font are used to represent each ontology pair.
-Animals: It includes two ontologies which are defined in a similar way and around 30 entities for each ontology. They have 24 real mappings. -Cs: Cs represents two computer science(cs) departments at two Universities respectively. More than 100 entities are involved in the first ontology, while about 30 entities in the second one. The number of real mappings is 16. -Hotel: Hotel describes the characteristics of hotel rooms. The two ontologies in Hotel are equivalent, but defined in different ways. In each ontology, around 20 entities are defined. About 17 real mappings are identified by humans. -Network: networkA.owl and networkB.owl describe the nodes and connections in a local area network. networkA.owl focuses more on the nodes themselves, while networkB.owl is more encompassing of the connections. Each ontology has more than 30 entities. In total we have 30 real mappings. -Pets1: Pets1 is composed of ontology people+petsA.owl and people+petsB.owl which is a modified version of people+petsA.owl. More than 100 entities are defined in each ontology and 93 real mappings are determined manually. -Pets2: Identical to Pets1 above without instance data. 74 real mappings are created. -Russia: The pair of russiaA.rdf and russiaB.rdf for Russia describes the locations, objects, and cultural elements of Russia. Each of them has more than 100 entities. The total number of theoretical mappings is 117.
To evaluate LCS, the common matching quality measures are exploited in the next section. The following three sections are to show the performance of the combination methods in LCS by using some public ontologies. It is noted that, in order to discover the mapping candidates from the aggregated similarity matrix, we tune the threshold th f inal to get the best performance by experience according to the characteristics of the combination methods and ontologies to be matched.
The criterion of evaluation
The standard information retrieval measures [18] are adopted by us. -Overall: overall = recall * (2 − 1 precision ), which is introduced in [6] . It is a combined measure and takes into account the manual effort needed for both removing false and adding missed matches.
Where, |I| indicates the number of the correct mappings that are found by the automatic matchers. |P | is the number of all mappings that are found automatically, which includes the false and correct mappings. |R| shows the number of the manually determined real mappings. Figure 2 . Single matchers vs. combination methods Figure 2 shows the performance of some single matchers and combination methods on the ontology pair "network", which includes ontology networkA.owl and networkB.owl. Since there is no instance in networkA.owl, we only compare the classes and properties in two ontologies.
Single matchers vs. combination
In Figure 2 , each single matcher is marked as two capital letters, where the first one indicates a single matcher for classes category and the second one for properties category. For instance, "ND" means the matcher Name(N for short) for classes category, and the matcher Domain and Range(D for short) is used for properties category. The combination methods are Avg (Average) and Alh (At least half ) based on all single matchers for each category (see Section 5.2 and the first paragraph of Section 6).
It has been shown that f-Measure increases with the increase of recall from NN to Alh. Obviously, it is much more helpful to use several matchers together at a time than just use one matcher to get better results, because more information can be obtained for multiple matchers than that for one matcher. Due to the existence of some composite matchers like Taxonomy for our experiments, the aggregation should be executed twice. One is for the composite matchers to combine their constituent matchers. For properties category, it needs to aggregate first the results of the constituent matchers, Super properties and Sub properties, for Taxonomy. The second aggregation is to combine all the base matchers, Name, Domain and Range and Taxonomy to get the final similarity matrix.
Comparing different LAOs
Since Max, Min and Avg are not only existing aggregation operators without weights to matchers, but the special cases in LAOs, we choose six LAOs including the three special operators to compare their performance. From Figure 3, As Avg outperforms Max and Min as existing aggregation operators, we use Alh to compare with Avg on seven ontology pairs to give more details on their performances. The purpose of this experiment is to give more detail on that some operators in LAOs like Alh could perform better than existing aggregation operators like Avg in most cases. As we have said, we do not consider the weights to matchers.
Based on the matching process in LCS and the base matchers we have chosen, we compare the performance of Avg and Alh on all the ontology pairs we have introduced above. See Figure 4 , the data in Y axis is computed by subtracting the results of Avg from the results of Alh, where the results are expressed by precision, recall, overall and f-Measure. We use "-" in the figure to indicate the subtraction. For example, "-precision" indicates the subtraction by subtracting the precision of Avg from the precision of Alh on a specific ontology pair (
From Figure 4 , Alh outperforms Avg on all the ontology pairs except animals and pets by higher precision and f-Measure basing on the similar recall for each ontology pair. For animals, the performance for Avg and Alh is the same. The overall of Alh is only reduced in one out of the seven ontology pairs, while is increased in five of the seven pairs with the highest increase near 0.5, which means nearly 50% manual effort is saved.
Conclusion and Future Work
Ontology matching is an essential solution to deal with the interoperability of heterogeneous systems. It has been proved that, in most cases, combining the results of multiple matching approaches or matchers is a promising technique to get better results than just using one matcher at a time [2] [3] [4] 10] . Due to the limitations of existing combination methods, we propose a new system LCS where a LAO is used for the aggregation. Through experiments, the power of LCS has been shown.
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of OWA operator to ontology matching. The weight here is not associated with a specific matcher but a particular ordered position. We choose the linguistic quantifiers to determine the OWA weights. To our convenience, we name the OWA operator based on the linguistic quantifier to obtain weights as the linguistic aggregation operator (LAO). So a large number of LAOs can be defined according to different linguistic quantifiers. Besides, we provide a semantic interpretation of LAOs to facilitate users to select an appropriate LAO for the aggregation. Specially, some existing aggregation operators like Max, Min and Average are the special cases in LAOs.
From the experiments (see Figure 3 and 4), we can see that some LAOs like Alh and Most, can perform better than Max, Min and Avg in most cases. So LAO provides a good way to supply a gap for existing aggregation operators without considering the weights to matchers.
In the future, we will further develop the application of OWA operators to combine multiple ontology matchers. Specifically, the following aspects are involved: First, since we intend to compare different combination methods without weights to the matchers, we provide a simple platform for such comparison. In our further work, we will compare the performance of our system with other systems. Last but not the least, we did not consider the weights of matchers, not because they are not important, but we want to propose a flexible and efficient way to aggregate the results of multiple matchers when it is not necessary to use weights. If the weights of matchers can be obtained by experts or machine learning, we can use the weighted OWA operators [19] for the aggregation.
